CHAPTER IV
HOW THE SEED THRIVED
shivaji's fellow-workers
the short sketch we attempted to delinate in the preceding
chapter will present to the reader's mind the leading charac-
teristics of the great captain who gathered together the scattered
forces of Maratha power, and under the protecting shadows of the
strong hill-forts of Western India, bound them together into a
great kingdom, with larger potentialities before it in the near
futwe. It is however obvious that the work of liberation, on which
Shivaji had set his heart, was a work in which he required co-
operation. The seed sown by him could only sprout and thrive in
a suitable soil. If the leading spirits of the times had not been pre-
pared by a long and arduous discipline to co-operate with him,
even SMyajFs towering genius would have failed to accomplish
the great task he had undertaken. Both native and European
writers of Maratha history have been so taken up with the absorb-
ing interest of the history of ShivajFs life that,they have often
lost sight of the fact that he only represented in a higher degree the
gifts of body and mind and the aspiring ambition of the men of
his times, and that success became possible to him only because
the seed he sowed was watered by capable men in all ranks of
life, who accepted him as their captain and leader. He was
eminently primus in pares, and never regarded himself in any other
light. We propose in this chapter to give a running sketch of the
fellow-workers of Shivaji, the soldiers and statesmen and the
spiritual teachers, who rose about this time to eminence. The
materials to hand for such life-sketches are but poor, but the
moral of this story will be hardly understood till we reproduce
even dimly on the canvas of history reflex of the features of those
great and heroic men, whose influence shaped the story of Shivaji's
life, and whose memories are still our best inheritance.
The first place in this historic picture of the past must be
assigned to Jijabai, the mother of Shivaji. She claimed a descent
from the ancient Yadav kings of Maharashtra and was the
daughter of the proudest Maratha Jahagirdar of the times. The
story of her romantic marriage with Shahaji, when they were
both children, is eminently typical of the times. Her father in an
unguarded moment expressed a wish that she should be ShahajFs
wife and the pledge was enforced by Shahaji's father, Maloji Raje,
by a sacrilege which at once showed that Maloji was a man who*
could hold his own against even the great Jadhavrao, commander

